14:15:03 From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: Did you get the Box extension to maintain the parallel process after June 30?
14:15:49 From Anna Butler to Everyone: We are still working on that...up until March for sure, but it's in progress
14:16:20 From Anna Butler to Everyone: we are hoping that we won't need the parallel process as time goes on
14:25:40 From Richard Brungard to Everyone: What if we don't submit that many petitions, should we wait until we have one to attend one of these daily short meetings?
14:27:17 From Kathe Craig to Everyone: Whenever you are ready to attend. Certainly, if you haven't done any petitions, you won't have anything to report. However, others may have experiences to share from which you might benefit.
14:28:40 From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: Is there a reason that wasn't developed as a form that auto-submits? Rather than requiring a save and email process that takes more time?
14:32:42 From Richard Brungard to Everyone: Where can we find all of the links and resources you've been sharing with us, will they be in the SUPR Pilot Team?
14:33:46 From Kathe Craig to Everyone: yes
14:34:43 From Kathe Craig to Everyone: everything will be either in your channel if it's specific to your role or the general channel if it pertains to everyone
14:34:45 From Kathe Craig to Everyone: one
14:38:36 From Anna Butler to Everyone:
https://senate.psu.edu/students/petitions/system-for-undergraduate-petition-review-supr/
14:45:55 From Diane L Jankura to Everyone: Can you go back a page if something was entered incorrectly?
14:46:23 From Kathe Craig to Everyone: no. at this point, you'll need to start over
14:46:53 From Kathe Craig to Everyone: First enhancement request?
14:47:23 From Diane L Jankura to Kathe Craig(Direct Message): Sure! :)
14:47:34 From Diane L Jankura to Kathe Craig(Direct Message): Sure! :)  
14:47:43 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): k
14:49:16 From Diane L Jankura to Kathe Craig(Direct Message): Could you also please add a note to students at the beginning to gather ALL documentation before beginning the petition?
14:49:28 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): it is on he first page
14:49:34 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): top
14:49:43 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): and on the landing page
14:49:56 From Diane L Jankura to Kathe Craig(Direct Message): Great....sorry I missed it.
14:50:01 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): since there is no save and return
14:50:02 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): np
14:50:07 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): a lot all at once
14:51:15 From Dawn M Coder to Everyone: That is great, Ana! Thank you!
14:52:34 From Kathe Craig to Diane L Jankura(Direct Message): Anna did a WONDERFUL job with the forms.
14:52:53 From Kathe Craig to Everyone: Anna did a WONDERFUL job with the forms.
From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: If the adviser and submitter are the same, do both fields need to be filled out?

From Diane L Jankura to Everyone: what if a student has 2 advisers?

From Kathe Craig to Everyone: good question. we'll have to get back to you

From Kathe Craig to Everyone: adviser is pulled from LP so if you are submitter and adviser the adviser fields will auto fill

From Diane L Jankura to Everyone: Beautiful

From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: Major and Honors adviser is most common

From Jane Brady to Everyone: concurrent majors

From Caroline M Condon-Lewis to Everyone: Schreyers

From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: could be adviser or major adviser

From Mari B Pierce to Everyone: I have some advisees with two advisors if you want a name to test just let me know

From Dawn M Coder to Everyone: I thought we discussed it and it pulls the first adviser listed.

From Caroline M Condon-Lewis to Everyone: I have some where the Honors Adviser (Faculty Adviser) is listed first

From Jenna M Eldreth to Everyone: is the field able to be edited?

From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: A student could have 2 Major Advisors if they have concurrent majors

From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: there are types of advisors in LP, you could try to pull specific to adviser type to help narrow that down. But it could still be Advisor or Major Advisor

From Gina Baird to Everyone: When advisers are assigned to a student, there is a field for Adviser Role. The roles include: Major Adviser, Minor Adviser, Honors Adviser...so you would need to pull from LP the "Major Adviser

From Fatima Pereira Kelly (Behrend) to Everyone: As a submitter, can you update the advisor? If the wrong one is pulled, can you fix it?

From Kathe Craig to Everyone: you can

From Kathe Craig to Everyone: my lights are dimming

From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: lights flickering here

From Courtney Wozetek (she/her) to Everyone: shelley is frozen